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CORPORACION BERMONT
Spain leading newspaper contract printer
Corporacion Bermont is the largest Spanish newspaper printing group.

Corporacion Bermont is an independent industrial operator. We are not publishers and printing is our core business.

We are very specialized in newspaper printing.

We print 100 national, regional and international editions of the main Spanish and European titles every night.
Typical clients:

- Publishers that decided to contract print all their production from the beginning. Eg: La Razón, El Economista, 20 minutos,…

- Madrid or Barcelona based publishers that require contract printing for regional editions outside their main markets. Eg: El País, As, Sport,…

- Foreign Publishers that want to be present on the Spanish market. Eg: The Sun, Daily Mail, The Mirror, The Express, Bild, F.A.Z., Le Monde, FT, NYT, Corriere della Sera…

- Publishers that have decided to transfer all or some of their industrial activity to Corporacion Bermont. Eg: El Mundo, Marca, ABC, Diario de Avisos, Correo Gallego,…
Main titles printed

Le Monde
HLN.BE
DIE WELT
Expansión
Mail
ABC
ELO MUNDO
The New York Times
Bild
Frankfurter Allgemeine
CORRIERE DELLA SERA
THE TIMES
EL PAÍS
The Telegraph
The Sun
Main titles printed
Corporacion Bermont Printing Plants

Map of Spain showing the locations of printing plants.
Printing capacity

Printing Presses:
8 Goss Universal 70/75
4 Manroland Colorman
2 Goss HT 70
2 KBA Comet
4 Mitsubishi Euro M
1 Man Uniman
1 Kodak VL Versamark
SPANISH NEWSPAPER PRINTING INDUSTRY: CONSOLIDATION
Industry consolidation is taking place in Spain but it faces several difficulties:

1. Spanish regulation
2. Overvalued publisher’s investments
3. Industrial consolidation projects involve long pay backs:
   High uncertainty taking into account fast reduction of print volumes
4. Spanish newspapers have very late off-stone times

Spanish printing industry consolidation makes sense
Corporacion Bermont:
Industrial Consolidation already done
Presses relocations
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Despite very strong difficulties faced by the Spanish newspaper industry, main publishers and printers have proved to be very resilient.

CORPORACION BERMONT has increased its market share and remains a sound Group providing high quality service to its publisher clients.
CORPORACION BERMONT
Avenida de Alemania, 12
Centro de Transportes de Coslada – 28821
Coslada (Madrid)
Tel: 91 6707150
Email: administracion@bermont.es
www.bermont.es